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JULY

July 1, 2020
OM

Oh the Goddess of Speech, - Saraswati Sakti... 
What shall I utter to please Thee?
“My Child, - speak My Word... 
that will please me immensely.”

Yea... Thy Word...
It is the divinized or, at least, the inspired man, alone, who can utter the Word... The whole Kingdom of God
speaks the praises to the Above without words - just through many sounds and vibrations... But to utter the
intelligent-words is only given to man. And to utter the WORD of God is given to man who receives God̓s Sakti,
the Energy Divine.

Thus, my Children - watch out for your words, for, each word you utter, even mentally, will come back to
you, for the words are charged with the power of the Divine Mother. When you use them rightly - they bless you;
when you abuse them - they curse you.

There are Asuras and Rakshasas - the dark forces whose words have no purity or light, or else they are word-
less and without any feelings; there are Manushas - or men who have the ability to speak, but without
responsibility for their words and without inspiration; there are Devatas - the shiny ones, the divinized men who
are gifted with the Word... of Eloquence Divine. The Divine Word, in various ways, extols the Divine Good; the
undivine words, in so many ways, discuss, oppose or often eulogize the Evil...

(July 1, 1979 Sun. Morning)

July 2, 2020
OM

You get up in the morning fresh and energetic if, of course, you are healthy. You have more energy after a
night̓s rest...  if, of course, you slept well... Then starts the day of activities and you either use your energy, or
abuse and waste it. You use it when you know what you ought to do and from what you ought to refrain; what
ought to be said, and what should be left unsaid; what should be looked at - and from what you should take your
gaze away, - in this way - you use your energy, and towards the end of the day (if, of course, it was a normal day,
for at times all of us are confronted with super tasks) - you are harmonious and well composed.

You abuse and waste your energy when you perform useless, unintelligent, unnecessary acts, when you speak
unasked, when you argue, when you offer your opinions, when you hunt people of opposite sex and play false
games with them, - this is abuse. There is seemingly innocent wastage of energy when people try to be pleasant
and utter silly, useless words about the news, about the what was said and who said it, about the good or bad
weather, about thousands of things which are obvious. Then, if obvious, why does one fool have to report it to
another fool?! Sometimes nervous, unintelligent persons not only wear out their own energy but drain
everybody’s energy as well. Some would exclaim the same silly remark many times and then will make a story
of their observations and would pester any listener they can put their hand on.

Preserve your energy... but then know what for do you preserve it.
(July 2, 1979 Mon. Morning)

July 3, 2020
OM

Grow to be young! Youth is a state of your consciousness. If you stop bettering yourself - you grow old.
You do not age because of years rolling on, - you age because you mentally retire from self- improvement.

Your physical retirement echoes your mental sloth. When you do not want to progress - you regress. The
moment you think you are a graduate, - you are an old man or an old woman! I am not talking about cute little
old folks who play tennis and golf, go to dance parties, remarry for 10th time, etc., etc., with the hope of



becoming young again! There are too many such endeavours which do not lead to either vitality or younger life.
To grow younger, - is to be aware of the fact that you know really nothing compared to what you should

know. Aspire to enlarge your wisdom at every moment of your existence... whether you are chronologically
young or old. Chronology does not exist for those who adore Life, Love and Knowledge.

(July 3, 1979 Tues. Morning)

July 4, 2020
OM

Fourth of July! - The early America̓s Glory...

“...we declare that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.

Yea... humanly, man is happy when he has a healthy, unthreatened life, a happy home and a secure
occupation. Divinely - Life is only then worthy when it is filled with the divine pursuits. Human happiness
comes and goes; Divine happiness neither comes nor goes, for it is... High Life, True Liberty and Ecstatic
Happiness are the discoveries, never - the achievements.

God bless America!
(July 4, 1979 Wed. Morning)

July 5, 2020
OM

Don̓t tell me... “I have no capacity for higher life...” “I don̓t benefit.” “...Higher topics are above my head” - etc.,
etc... It all might be above your head, but nothing of Truth is above your heart - remember this point clearly. You
start being difficult, burdensome to yourself and others when you close your heart, - not before that.

Imagine the superbly beautiful, great Palace excessively rich in art, elegance, magnificence of every possible
kind! Imagine yourself the only Child of the King of this glorious Palace. Imagine the love of the King who is
ever-ready to educate you in every possible way, to make you worthy of your environment, so that in turn you
can share your experiences of beauty and knowledge with all the subjects of His Kingdom... And... (continue to
imagine!) supposing when the Child reaches his early adolescent age, he would start spitting at the great sacred
objects which surround him and would tell his Father: “I have no capacity to understand all this stuff, I don̓t
benefit from life of dedication, I prefer to go away and drink beer and go to the cinema or just have my little
chicken coop with my own type folks.” The King... would probably bless the poor idiot and would give him a
few kitchen utensils to start with...

Don̓t ever say, “I am bored; I don̓t know; I am fed .up; I have no capacity; I am dull...” Instead say, “Oh, the
Glory! How thankful I am that the Infinite Way towards all the Perfection is opened to me. You will grow to
understand...

(July 5, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

July 6, 2020
OM

Your body... it is such a possibility to express through it whatever you choose, or better still, whatever the
Divine in you chooses.

Man chooses only indulgences, whereas the body is only for one purpose, - to make it a fit instrument, in the
physical environment, for the Divine Force which often would operate through it, and yet is unable to, due to the
obstacles: dirty mind and weak nervous system. The body, in itself, is far more innocent than the mind and the
vital desire. The body is a good, humble horse - make it work for you. Instead... your poor mind worships this
lump of clay, making it commit atrocious things for which you - (the being) has to suffer much. The mind is
either fearful or rigid, the vital desire is either greedy or passionate, - these forces handicap the body and prevent
it to be the tool of the Force of Truth and Harmony.



Oh Mother - Thy Will.…   (July 6, 1979 Fri. Morning)

July 7, 2020
OM

Guru Purnima should be the Ideal for every man, regardless of what creed one might be. For, Guru or the
Way-Shower is a stepping-stone for an aspirant to come closer to God̓s Perfection... To deny the necessity of the
Way-Shower - is to deny the reality of God. Truly, what can we safely say if we haven̓t achieved the spiritual
perfection?! How much does our utterance cost? It is only when we truly have our insights that we have a right
to pronounce our own feelings about God̓'s Perfection, but then, usually, we are not inclined to talk personally.

The safest, the noblest and the quickest way to increase our Wisdom is to bow low to those who awaken our
hearts and who lead us from Darkness to Light. Even great adepts bow to their Ideals, what then could be said
about ordinary aspirants who do not have any insight into life, who are not established in deeply contemplative
practices and who are so fluctuating?!

Let us bow our heads... 
Om Sri Sivanandaya Namaha.

(July 7, 1979 Sat. Morning)

July 8, 2020
OM

Valuable objects are dignified - they do not shout their value, - they are not noticeable; they are perceivable,
at times striking, compelling, astounding, but never showy, - always majestic and royal. One may argue: How
about timid or shy or dull people - they too are not noticeable.” Far from it! They are most conspicuous due to
lack of personality, magnetism and spark.

Valuable men are also dignified, - they do not have to tell the world how great they are, - the world will know
it... perhaps in hundred years from now, - but the time has to come when the value of man is appreciated; the
value is patiently waiting for the true evaluator!

Not so with cheap merchandise and with the cheap people. They are immediately noticeable by their garish
appearance, their pushing, shouting tonality, their... no value.

Become valuable, -
the rest is easy!

(July 8, 1979 Sun. Morning)

July 9, 2020
OM

Who has the Guru?.. .and who is the Guru, or the Preceptor, the Helper? The true Disciple alone recognizes
and therefore, has the Guru. Spiritually speaking, the Guru is the Soul sharing Its Light. In a wider meaning,
anything is your Guru if you can learn lessons!

There are many degrees of Knowledge, of Enlightenment and of Transmission! There are as many degrees of
receiving, understanding, appreciating and assimilating, - these are the noble qualities of the true disciple. It is
difficult to transmit the higher Truth and just as difficult to accept and perceive it... Out of thousands of disciples
maybe only one prostrates to Guru in full sincerity and openness of heart and with immense gratitude.

When Swami Sivananda entered my inner life - I asked no questions, I offered no opinions, I had not one
preconceived idea. I simply adored the Truth He was giving... the Truth which He was and is. Preconceived ideas
are usually all that which the disciples have to offer! They come in order to get the confirmation from the Guru
about their limitations. And... if they do not get it, - they either drop out or present to the Guru a considerable
amount of trouble.

Never stick to your limitations, then they won̓t stick to you!
(July 9, 1979 Mon. Morning)



July 10, 2020
OM

Accept every good and bad experience as a lesson... and... learn from it.

To profoundly love and yet to be cold and detached from personal involvement is a good garb of protection from
falsehood.

To serve someone impartially, to help without having authorship or pity - is to serve God through  people.

To feel acutely the nuances of life, to be shocked by injustices and ugliness, to rejoice at beauty and goodness -
is a sign of a well-developed Soul. But, in addition to it, to be able to have control over this intenseness, is a sign
of a mystic, a yogi, a sage.

To be wise, yet innocent; tolerant, yet not permissive; refined, yet simple; deep, yet child-like, - these are the
signs of a one whom the gods enjoy!

(July 10, 1979 Tues. Morning)

July 11, 2020
OM

During this Guru Purnima month - think of the power of the mind. The mind stuff is a very huge world. We
make our world, even as a spider makes its web. And what is more, we carry the “web” with us into the next
world.

What are your thoughts throughout the day? What preoccupies your mind? How long do you carry with you
the morning meditation? There is a constant war between the base and the lofty tendencies and, depending upon
how trained is your mind in the rejection of the intrusive impulses, you are either victorious or defeated.

I̓ll tell you a very simple thing - it is as old as this world and as new as a first smile of an infant! It is that the
strongest of all powers is Love. The rejection of all evil comes easily and gracefully only through Love of all
harmonies.

God is Love - also an ancient adage. But feel it. Can you imagine an angry, unloving God?! God is beyond all
laws, so Love, too, is above all thoughts...

Love can create your heaven here and here-after... Love...
(July 11, 1979 Wed. Morning)

July 12, 2020
OM

We all repeat - (and some even believe!) that
“God is good; God is Love;
God is the Ocean of Mercy, etc. - 

a great Mantra for the believer and a cant for the hypocrite....
But what is it that makes man repeat this about God whom man never saw with his human eyes?! Evidently,

the Essence of every human being is good. Deep inside is a feeling of justice, compassion, mercy and love. If the
best of men manifest these high qualities, and even the worst of men can feel some of them, at least once in their
whole life, - it means that there is the Superior Being - God, who possesses Absolute Goodness and who is able
to reveal these qualities in a magnified way!

If you, oh, Johnny, believe in the potential goodness of yourself and another guy, you have a good reason to
believe in the Absolute Perfection of God, nay, you can even realize the Divine Perfection within yourself.

Guru Purnima is the Call for the Perfection...
(July 12, 1979 Thurs. Morning)



July 13, 2020
OM

In ancient traditions, there was an act of initiation, when a novice was clad in a spotless, white gown and was
instructed to wear it, watching how, in time, the spots and splashes of outside dirt are gradually, but noticeably,
covering it. The neophyte was warned not to remove the dirty spots, but when the robe becomes unbearably
unsightly, to prayerfully wash the whole garment thoroughly. This symbolic instruction was to warn the disciple
not to be satisfied with the partial work upon his conscious life;  the whole consciousness ought to be “washed”
and restored to its original whiteness.

This is a sacred Path. Difficult it is and even impossible to tread without the total dedication of the whole
complex being to change itself. The whole outlook should be turned from half-heartedness to profundity and
concentration.

“Arise-awake” is the ancient call to take the highest stand and to view the whole life from the “top of the
mountain.”

(July 13, 1979 Fri. Morning)

July 14, 2020
OM

The Guru̓s Sakti can dispel the doubts and the ignorance of the disciple in proportion to his openness, purity
and earnestness. Blessed is the Flame of the heart, for only this Flame can dissolve the Darkness and make it
possible for the heart to receive the new currents.

If your heart yearns for higher realization - practice silence. Do not take lightly our Silent Sundays (prolong
the weekend!) - at least during the weekend, man̓s mind should be purged of Tamas and Rajas.

It is impossible to elevate the Soul amidst the monstrous noises of our civilization.... The Soul weeps for
harmonies... Give It a chance to become quiet - It will make you differently... alive.

(July 14, 1979 Sat. Morning)

July 15, 2020
OM

This is Guru Purnima Tide still, - arise, awake! The specially-set strongest vibrations, not only of the “full
moon of July” (which also are very stark!) - but the psycho-spiritual vibrations in the Realm Invisible, which, if
you open your inner doors, - will stir your inner faculties...

You remember, - Sivananda said in his categorical Siva-way: -
“The most difficult thing
is to concentrate.“

Sure enough. Especially, when you begin to realize that there are many nuances of concentration. Even the
first stage of concentration only very few can master... as to the further degrees, - it is a task for the dedicated
only. Dedication makes you an elite, a special material fit for divine progress.

First stage of concentration is accomplished, when you can forget the physical body and be immersed in the
topic, idea, image or thought. Although everyone claims that he is able to do it, at closer examination, it is
evident that this is not so. For to forget the physical body is extremely difficult! It has to be healthy and obedient
in order that you may manage your ideas apart from your body-consciousness. The moment you start a deep
concentration - the body starts “suddenly” demanding your attention! Just like a pet dog - it always has to be
noticed, or else it gets offended and unhappy! The dog wants its master to talk to it, to scratch its fur, to admire
it! So is your body - the moment you think of musical composition, or poetry, or great idea and sit motionlessly, -
the body says: “I am itchy” then - “Change your position”; “I am uncomfortable;” “I am thirsty;” “I am sleepy”...
That is what man's life is usually - listening to the body's promptings with the ears of the vital desires... Thus...
even the first attempts to concentrate require great intelligence, will and inner flame.

What then to say about the further, subtler concentration? To concentrate upon the Flame of the Heart, upon
the Perfection of character, upon Beauty which surpasses your senses... well...

Human concentration is reaching its climax when man becomes a genius-man; such can one-pointedly
concentrate on his chosen lines. But Divine Concentration is infinitely progressive, it goes into the Realms which



surpass the human consciousness...
It is difficult to concentrate... but only difficult things are worthy things...

(July 15, 1979 Sun. Morning)

July 16, 2020
OM

“You asked for it”...If only you would know how much truth is in this well-known, slightly frivolous
expression!

Yes... you ask for everything that happens in your life and, what is more, you also create infections and drag
others into your “happenings.” Or, by the same token, you lift yourself and raise others.

When you are perpetually thinking: “Ah, I am a mess, - nothing good will happen out of my effort... why
bother?!”- do you know what happens? You are eagerly anticipating a failure. Don̓t blame the stars and your
Karma! Do you really think that.. the Cosmos is so impoverished that it cannot provide abundance, harmony and
prosperity for all?! But you ask for failure and you get it. You... humanity at large and the individuals en
miniature.

Karma? Yes. But how about your thoughts, your disposition, your character, your faith? Man invites curses
and blessings, - it all depends how he behaves mentally, emotionally and spiritually. What is most sad is that you
infect others. Your hatred and fear make another man drive the car badly or build the house poorly. Any negative
disposition vibrates towards the similarly disposed people and vice versa.

Bless all. Love all. Fear not. Despair not. Assert your poor ego not. Karma will have dimples on its cheeks!
(July 16, 1979 Mon. Morning)

July 17, 2020
OM

Good and Evil...what a complex dilemma!
You only too well know that for the unregenerated human being, the good and evil is evaluated only through

his vital part: “What is pleasant for me is good; what is unpleasant is bad!” Whatever produces help to the ego-
existence is good, - whatever diminishes it, is bad. Then comes a more conscious evaluation through the mind
and all the exoteric dogmas and religions spring precisely from the intellectual evaluations. Come then the moral
laws and principles, and the whole human society is controlled by rigid rules and the preconceived and limiting
moral restrictions. Then comes a more comprehensive philosophical evaluation - the theories about conscience
and its prompting, and the perception of the inner higher consciousness. This, too, is vague and is mostly
intellectual and only somewhat intuitive.

What then?! Only the true psychic development which leads to the spiritual insight gives us the power to be
the instrumentality of Truth, Beauty and real Goodness, - thus, special insightfulness - the acute experience of
delight brought by the secret divine essence.…   (July 17, 1979 Tues. Morning)

July 18, 2020
OM

Your wisdom can be measured by the ability to give up your preconceived ideas. If you can give all of them
up - you are the great Sage. But even if you can give up some of the absurdities, you already are broadening your
mental and spiritual horizon. The more stubborn you are in your pet ideas - the more limited, arrogant, ignorant
and dark is your personality. The greatest fool is he who-argues always. Such will not give up an iota of his poor
mental accumulations; is not willing to unlearn, to empty himself and to start reflecting the new, fresh and
broader concepts. The wise man learns from everybody and from everything; the fool wants everyone to believe
the way he does.

If you want Truth - give up argument. See everybody's viewpoint. Develop mental empathy and subtle
understanding. The first sign of high realization is when we are able to see something good in evi1 and
something evil in good. It is a tough wisdom! But also the surest way to get rid of relative good and relative evil
and to attain to Perfection, or at least to the deep understanding of what Truth or Perfection is.

(July 18, 1979 Wed. Morning)



July 19, 2020
OM

Guru Purnima is forever. You have culminated only your special Re-dedication. Now - continue... Saturate
your mind more intensely with the given to you profound ideas, instructions and inspirations. Let the prose and
the duties of life not take you away from your Remembrance.

Be quiet. Every hour return to one chosen thought. Then only you will be able to assimilate all great ideas.
Have the Ideal. Then realize Its Truth, - live for your Ideal.

Saturate - Assimilate - Realize....
(July 19, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

July 20, 2020
OM

Vibrations are even as flashes of lightning - they are instantaneous currents of “special electricity.” Beware! A
hostile, depressed, dejected, confused, irritated mind throws out the horrible mass of darkest zig-zags, which are
worse than the worst germs. They first of all poison the sender himself, and then they invade the space and attack
the victims who are vulnerable. The thing to do is to entertain lofty thoughts at all cost, to prolong the meditative
mood, to study the Word of Truth and, then, to become a reliable co-worker with the Forces of Light.

The stupidest mockery is to pronounce God as your Father, Guru, as God̓s messenger, - and in the same
breath to commit the blasphemy against the Principle! “If you love Me, follow My Commandments.” A concrete
connection is established between the meditator and the object of meditation. You can be miles away physically
from the great Master on whom you meditate,
- but if you understand and practice His Commandments, the Guru will radiate incredible currents of Power in
response to the devoted thoughts of the student. The same is true about the disembodied Spirit...

(July 20, 1979 Fri. Morning)

July 21, 2020
OM

Watch yourself. Watch others. Not curiously but scientifically! There are people and people. Some grow
through adversity, others become weak and worthless through the least opposition. It is through obstacles that we
grow.

The two Wings of Balance are Wisdom and Will. Without wisdom - will power is stubbornness; without will
power - wisdom is a big talk!

Will develops when wisdom is at its back. Will grows when wisdom, or your Higher Consciousness, stops the
stretched-for-grabbing hand, the ready-for-useless-talk tongue, the eyes which search the forbidden or the
unclean... Will grows when it controls the cravings, the selfish indulgences. There is no one as helpless and as
characterless as a man who all the time wants things to be his own way, usually, a very shabby “his own” ...Real
stimulus you give to your will when you deliberately deprive yourself of your fancies, - of whatever kind...

Will is Sakti...
(July 21, 1979 Sat. Morning)

July 22, 2020
OM

Do not delay the Entry into the New Dimensions! The price is high but the reward is thousand times higher.
Even a little expansion of consciousness removes man from all the material limitations. Even at the very
beginning of real self-control, of real self-culture, the student becomes a Friend of the Whole Creation; one is
deeply well-wishing, empathizing, feeling strongly the sorrows of others and is relaxed when the other man is
safe and happy.

This is the very first stage, - you become a “Cosmic Friend” - you lose interest in human relationships but
take the whole Life as a Big God̓s Family. To come to this rationally and through thinking is absolutely



impossible, - this attitude is the outcome of the enlarged consciousness and it is the raw beginning only. Then
comes natural, meditative consciousness - no special sittings and compulsion necessary any longer! At any time
one is aware of the New Plane of Existence - one possesses the “Eye Celestial.”

But... to come to it - you ought to start with will power, programme, ethical culture, study, cooperation and
dedication to the Principle...

(July 22, 1979 Sun. Morning)

July 23, 2020
OM

Good it is to awaken to the Truth!
The eyes then see differently - obeying the ONE CELESTIAL EYE!
...“Blessed are the eyes that see the things”…         (Christ)

Why are we here on this dear, good, but much-suffered Earth?! It is only for one reason, really - it is
to bring forth the Divinity hiding under the darkest coverings within man...

The eyes which “see things” are the eyes which disregard the falsehood as not God̓s... The hiding
Soul is pure in Saints and sinners... but it takes a Saint to see it. I am He, I am He, So-Ham...
Whatsoever I may do to anyone, it is in the Name of that Truth which links the soul to the soul. Few
know it, for man is influenced from outside and not from within...

But... “Blessed are the eyes which see the things...”
(July 23, 1979 Mon. Morning)

July 24, 2020
OM

God is not the far away and the far-off God... Not only the Avataras are the embodiments of the Divine; the
Super-conscious Divine Energy, the Sakti of God, embraces every single being. Through various psycho-
physical practices and spiritual disciplines we all can experience the higher inner status, - nay, we can reach the
Ultimate Beauty, Truth and Grandeur - which is the Divine.

The first step is to realize the limitations of the self-arrogating personality, to reduce self-esteem, to know that
you are not important as Mary or John, but that you are priceless as the Immortal Soul.

The next step is to unlearn to rely so much on other men, prestige, position, family, money, - all these limiting
associations and self-identifications, and to concentrate upon the inner resources.

The “Eye of Wisdom” is a concrete experience, - we begin to perceive the Divine Power as Love,
Knowledge, Wisdom - the Sakti which invisibly operates our lives, and in proportion that we recognize its
workings - we manifest skill-in-action and wisdom-in-repose...

These are the love-promises of the only Beloved and the Greatest Lover - the Innermost You...
Start humbly - end triumphantly. Never trumpet.

(July 24, 1979 Tues. Morning)

July 25, 2020
OM

Before one gets some insight or Knowledge - one ought to have some faith and reason... you ought to believe
ardently in something higher than what you are at the moment. The faith which is expected of you is the faith in
Goodness not in Badness. How few believe in Good-God more than they believe in Devil-D’evil! The ardent
belief in Principle, in Perfection, in Liberation is not a fancy of an idealist - it is a well proved achievement
which was experienced throughout the ages by the strong and dedicated.

No one and nothing can dispel the doubt of the ignorant, the malicious, the dull and the idle. There is a
“superior” doubt of the sceptic too, - this one can be dispelled through discrimination. One of intelligence would
detect the right from the wrong, and through experience would be, if not convinced - then forced to admit the
existence and the superiority of the higher Reality.



But the greater values and realizations come not cheaply - the human mind should definitely be cleansed; one
has to drastically get rid of one̓s pre-judgments, ignorant assertions, resentments and other pearls of mental
impotence! Don̓t blame God for your limitations! The incapacities are simply the psychological necessities
which have to be outgrown and corrected.

There is Light above and Light deep within. All around is darkness. Not reasoning but experience will help
you.

(July 25, 1979 Wed. Morning)

July 26, 2020
OM

All noble qualities come from the heart. You may “think nobility,” “talk nobility,” “preach nobility” or even
“exercise nobility” - yet remain ignoble to the core.

We are all tested in every possible virtue or vice. The a-cultured heart is also an uncultured heart, it knows
neither nobility, nor devotion, nor faith. These are the qualities of the royal heart. The heart which has no
compassion, no empathy, no sacrifice is the empty heart, - any sort of unkindness, crudeness, rudeness and
callousness can web such an empty heart...

It is an amazing fact: man is very interested in “education” and the concept of education is drastically reduced
to self-aggrandizement through borrowed intellectual informations only. Man hardly ever cares to “borrow” the
Knowledge of the enlightened Souls, whose hearts are as brillant as their heads...

Learn... rightly.
(July 26, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

July 27, 2020
OM

To sin is to suffer.
To be virtuous is to rejoice.
To overcome the ignorance of both is to be saved.

Sin is manifold. Every time you lose sincerity, modesty, humility, intelligence,  proportion, shame, serenity,
etc., - you merge into sin. What is most essential to understand - you immediately infect and wound all. Even the
objects you touch become “sinful” and will hurt someone, one way or another.

By the same token, - every time you sincerely experience the upliftment of any kind, - particularly, when you
are inspired by the WORD of the Spirit, when you assimilate the higher Truth, - you bless the whole Creation...

You perpetually... either are with God or against Him...
(July 27, 1979 Fri. Morning)

July 28, 2020
OM

If you are intelligent and cultured - it is a great achievement, it will help you to live a more interesting life....
But if you are wise, virtuous and subtle - it is more than achievement - it is a mysterious unfoldment of the
Divine nature...

Thy Grace....
---

First, develop your Intelligence. Learn how to evaluate and understand your inner and your outer
environments, - this is the best intelligence! Most aspirants entertain the mistaken ideas and attitudes, totally
unsuitable to the practice of Yoga, or Spiritual Culture; this can very easily lead to disasters.

There are some who write letters and send to me vibrations of the worst kind of vituperation... enormous
amount of my energy goes to neutralize the chaotic vapours.... Blessed are those who truly, sincerely dedicate
themselves to ardent Self-giving and to Surrender! There is nothing more beautiful and protective than sincerity
and surrender to the Mother.

Meditate this weekend upon the Perfect Character! Dedication, Devotion, Love, Wisdom, Patient Service -
lead to Perfect Freedom. The Word is Perfection (of the Divine Life). This is the Ideal of the Life and the Light



of Sivananda-Valentina...
(July 28, 1979 Sat. Morning)

July 29, 2020
OM

Much has been said, given and transmitted during this month... July will be over in two days.
The motto was “Perfection” - a very inspiring Word, indeed. If we think about anybody or anything that has

even an ingredient of Perfection, - what a consolation and inspiration this gives to our Souls!
“...Be ye therefore perfect, even as
your Father, in Heaven, is perfect...”

Meditate this silent day upon self-improvement, re-dedication, love of Truth and reverence to the Path, which
leads to Freedom... to PERFECTION.

Thank you, the Month of Guru!
(July 29, 1979 Sun. Morning)

July 30, 2020
OM

On the way towards Perfection - understand what makes you far-removed from it, - and what brings you
closer to it. Negative, stubborn mind - the worst enemy. Positive, strong mind is adamant, discriminative, plastic,
intelligent mind, - the best friend.

A stubborn mind is a pathological mind - it adheres tenaciously to that which makes it miserable and
despicable. It sticks to bad memories, which it magnifies endlessly; it feeds itself with hurt-feelings, grudges,
hatred, self-pity, resentment, unwillingness to cooperate with even common sense... as to Wisdom - it knows
nothing of such... The stubborn mind sadistically derives pleasure in disturbing and hurting others and in
torturing itself. Such mind refuses to take good advice - it rushes to self-destruction, even as moth-to-fire; such
mind is removed from the Path to Perfection...

And the Lord Sri Krishna says, “But those who carp at My Teaching and do not practice it, deluded of all
knowledge and devoid of discrimination, know them to be doomed to destruction!” It is just a very pathetic
warning, which implies that the mind, which so stubbornly wants to be deluded and to harp upon the advice of
the Divine, is devoid of discrimination of the healthy mind, and you should be well aware of the fact and sure
that such a mind is doomed to destruction. Now, this is to be understood that the Lord does not “doom” you and
that the Lord does not threaten you, but such is the end of the deluded mind naturally.

The mind which is strong and positively-adamant, is the mind supported by the Sakti, - the Divine Will
Power, - it struggles for Perfection; it discriminates well; it refuses to prolong the destructive moods; it cherishes
every ray of light; it is ever-ready to raise up after the fall; it is able to joyously start from the scratch, - it lives
and moves higher and higher. Such a mind only is fit to receive the Divine Force. The Sakti is impartial - It
knocks everywhere but It leaves the unsuitable-for-Its-workings receptacles and rushes to the fit ones. Whereas,
the undivine, destructive forces (millions of them!) are invading precisely the minds which invite them by their
stubborn refusal to accept the guidance of Guru and God.

Every single man can and should have the “Guru” - if he is not fortunate enough to have a concrete Light-
Shower, then he should have at least the Principle, the Ideal, - if nothing else, then at least the healthy rule of life.

Perfection is kindled by the hunger after Truth...
(July 30, 1979 Mon. Morning)

July 31, 2020
OM

The last day of Guru Purnima Month! Again and again I dwell on the idea of PERFECTION - not just as a
motto of the month, a programmic Sadhana or, less so, - a philosophical topic... I think of the Perfection as a
leitmotif of Life! Not my life, - but God̓s Life.

There were and are only too many Nietzschean ambitions; this self-aggrandizement is neither humble nor
sensible, nor true, nor, of course, Spirit-kindled. Perfection, when viewed as the unfoldment of the Divine Glory



- becomes the natural aim, the Yogic endeavour, the patient, the secret and the sacred Inner Path. When the
Perfection is sought not ambitiously, not as a “personal affair,” not as a search for the powers through the Occult,
etc., but as a sincere, pure and dedicated search to fulfill the Divine Will here and now, - then only there is a
chance for the seeker to become the finder...

Sadhana, or constant Spiritual Programme, gradually brings fractions of Perfection into the aspirant̓s
experience. Help always comes from the Perfected Beings, to those who are struggling for Perfection in works,
in faith and in love...

Perfection... is Absolute Harmony, Power and Bliss of Life and the All...
(July 31, 1979 Tues. Morning)

 
***


